Vacuum-assisted wound closure is superior to primary rewiring in patients with deep sternal wound infection.
Deep sternal wound infections are serious complications after cardiac surgery. The aim of the present study is to compare the outcome after vacuum-assisted wound closure to that after primary rewiring with disinfectant irrigation. The study additionally focuses on defining predictors for the failure of primary rewiring and its impact on postoperative outcome. Retrospective analysis was performed in 5232 patients who underwent cardiac surgery with a median sternotomy. 192 patients postoperatively developed deep sternal wound infections and were distributed into 2 therapy groups: a vacuum-assisted wound closure (= VAC) group and a primary rewiring (= RW) group, which was subdivided into healing after rewiring (= RW-h) and failure of rewiring (= RW-f). These groups were compared statistically to reveal coincidental pre-, intra- and postoperative parameters. Compared to the VAC group, the RW group showed a poorer outcome, although RW baseline characteristics were apparently beneficial. Primary rewiring failed in 45.8 % of all cases, which led to even worse outcomes. Important predictors for failure of primary rewiring were morbid obesity, diabetes mellitus type II, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, preoperatively impaired left ventricular function, postoperatively positive blood and wound cultures, bilateral harvesting of internal thoracic arteries and the need for surgical reexploration. In spite of patients being in a worse condition, vacuum-assisted wound closure therapy resulted in improved outcomes and thus should be preferred to primary rewiring. Moreover we report on predictors which may indicate whether there is a high risk of rewiring failure.